
CHAPTER V 

CONCLISION & SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

After the researcher conducted research on the register is done by Bonek, so a 

researcher can make a conclusion. Register in the classification of Noun word class such 

as Capo, zero accident, panjang umur perjuangan, forza green force, botol, penyakit, 

angin, wonge. On the other hand, register in the classification of Adverb word class such 

as ngosek, ngeyel, totalitas tanpa batas, low profile high product. On the other word, 

register in the classification of Verb word class such as nolop, kop, chaos, nyartok, 

estafetan, tret tet tet, nleser. On the other hand, register in the classification of Adjective 

word class such as ojok goyang and Persebaya Emosi Jiwaku. In conclude, the researcher 

find 21 registers used by Bonek. 

In addition, from those registers above,  the term ngosek, ngeyel, nolop/tolop, kop 

appears as a register in the group of Persebaya supporters, Bonek, due to the response 

when the Persebaya team was competing on the green field. "Forza Green Force" is the 

term that appears when a Capo stands on the fence of the stands to lead thousands of 

Bonek to compactly give support to Persebaya. However, the term "Persebaya Emosi 

Jiwaku", "Totalitas Tanpa Batas”, and "Panjang Umur Perjuangan" which are the object 

of the struggle to show that Bonek is impossible to stop giving up. Then, there is the word 

"Low Profile High Product" which means the same as the Indonesian term that yellowing 

rice will be more crouched. The “estafetan” is used by Bonek when the Persebaya will 



take action away outside the city or the island. The initial term is Tret tet tet to mark tens 

of thousands of Bonek greening Senayan in the 1980s. The term relay is absorbed from 

the relay race, which is then absorbed to show that Bonek will get to the destination by 

riding from truck to truck. 

On the other hand, the word nleser and botol are two related words. The register 

was to show disgraceful acts committed by people dressed in Bonek to take other people's 

valuables quietly, neatly and smoothly. And then, nyartok is taking other people's items 

in groups and massive. Usually, it is done to break into supermarkets or shops. On the 

other word, chaos, ojok goyang, penyakit, angin indicate that conditions are not safe. 

Wonge shows that someone is a "subordinate" of what is meant by wonge. 

 

5.2  SUGGESTION 

Based on the finding, the readers be able to increase the understanding of register 

that used by Bonek. On the other hand, for further researcher who has the similar subject 

are expected to conduct a better study with a better research methodology and more data 

collection. 
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